Year Group: 3

Knowing

Term: Summer 2

Understanding/Comprehension

Classes: Athletes and Aviation

Applying

Basic

Analysing

Teachers: Mrs Eddington, Mrs Philp and Mrs Fairbairn

Creating/Synthesis

Advancing

Evaluating
Deep

Teaching style: Modelling and Explaining

Reminding and guiding

Coaching and mentoring

List, Describe, Locate, Write, Find, State, Name, Follow, Complete, Recall,
Ask, Use, Match, Report, Measure, List, Illustrate, Label, Recognise, Tell,
Repeat, Arrange, Define, Memorise.

Apply, Solve, Explain, Classify, Infer, Categorise, Identify, Organise, Modify,
Predict, Interpret, Summarise, Observe, Estimate, Compare.

Select, Choose, Decide, Justify, Debate, Argue, Recommend, Assess, Discuss,
Prioritise, Determine, Create, Invent, Compose, Plan, Construct, Design,
Imagine, Propose, Devise, Formulate.

English

Date: 03.06.19
Week 1
PROFESSIONALS WEEK
Key text: Sky Garden

Date: 17.06.19
Week 3
SCIENCE WEEK
Key text: The Three
Little Pigs: An
Architectural Tale by
Steve Guarnaccia

Date: 24.06.19
Week 4

Date: 01.07.19
Week 5

Date: 08.07.19
Week 6

Date: 15.07.19
Week 7

Date: 22.07.19
Week 8 (3 days)

Key text: The Three
Little Pigs: An
Architectural Tale by
Steve Guarnaccia

Key text: The Three
Little Pigs: An
Architectural Tale by
Steve Guarnaccia

Key text: Iggy Peck,
Architect by Andrea
Beaty

Key text: Iggy Peck,
Architect by Andrea
Beaty

Key text: Iggy Peck,
Architect by Andrea
Beaty

Invent: Write a letter
to Mrs Perman
persuading her to build
a sky garden in the
playground.

Imitation: Internalise
the text, use a range of
drama activities, read
as a reader, reader as
a writer

Innovation: Children
choose different
materials to build
houses from and class
write a text based on
these.

Invention: Children
choose own materials
for the houses and
write a story based on
these.

Non-fiction focus:
biography

Non-fiction focus:
biography

Non-fiction focus:
biography

Imitation: Internalise
the text, use a range of
drama activities, read
as a reader, reader as
a writer

Innovation: write
about the biography of
an architect as a class

Invent: choose own
architect to write a
biography about

Professionals week
writing
Key text: Rathers

Science week writing
Key text: india

Key text: Teeth
(Science week)

Key text: A Real Virtual
World

Key text: The Star

Key text: Snowball and
Ebony

Key text: It Couldn’t Be
Done

Genre: Poetry

Genre: Non-fiction
Genre: Non-Fiction
Maths No Problem
Lines and shapes
4. Describing
two
dimensional
shapes
5. Drawing
two
dimensional
shapes
6. Making
three
dimensional
shapes
7. Making
three
dimensional

Genre: Fiction
Maths No Problem
Lines and shapes
8. Describing
three
dimensional
shapes

Genre: Fiction
Maths No Problem
Perimeter of figures
10. Calculating
perimeter

Genre: Poetry

Non-fiction focus:
Persuasion

Cross Curricular writing
Reading

Maths- Maths No
Problem

Maths No Problem
Angles
1. Making
Angles
2. Making
Angles
3. Finding
angles in
shapes
4. Finding
right angles
5. Comparing
angles

Date: 10.06.19
Week 2
Poem: City Jungle by
Pie Corbett
Poetry genre:
Personification

Maths No Problem
Angles
6. Comparing
angles
7. Making
turns
Lines and shapes
1. Identifying
perpendicul
ar lines
2. Identifying
parallel
lines
3. Finding
vertical and
horizontal

Genre: Poetry

Perimeter of figures
1. Measuring
total length
around a
shape
2. Measuring
perimeter
3. Measuring
perimeter
4. Measuring

Maths No Problem
Perimeter of figures
5. Measuring
perimeter
6. Calculating
perimeter
7. Calculating
perimeter
8. Calculating
perimeter
9. Calculating
perimeter

Maths- Cross Curricular
Science

Lesson 1: What do we
need to see?
LO: To explore how we
need light to see things
and why some things
are easier to see than
others
Children will begin to
understand that light is
needed for us to see
things and that some
objects are easier to
see than others.

History
Geography
Computing

lines
Sports Day Practice
with Data Handling
Lesson 2: Which is the
shiniest?

shapes
Science week data
handlng
Lesson 3: How can we
make things easier to
see at night?

LO: To investigate how
different objects
reflect different
amounts of light

LO: To design and
produce reflective
strips for night safety

Develop understanding
of how light is reflected
from surfaces and
investigate how
different surfaces
reflect different
amounts of light.

Children will make
reflective strips and
explore ways to make
it easier to make
things (including
themselves) be seen in
the dark

perimeter
Sports Day Practice
with Data Handling
Lesson 4: What do
mirrors do?
LO: To explain how a
mirror works and
describe how images in
mirrors may look
‘different’
Children will carry out
different activities to
investigate how light
reflects off a mirror.

Lesson 5, 6, 7:
Shadows

Lesson 8: What makes
the best sunglasses?

LO: To identify how
shadows are made. To
identify what affects
the shape of a shadow.
To investigate how to
change the size of a
shadow.

LO: To plan and carry
out a fair test to
identify materials that
are good at protecting
eyes from strong
sunlight

Children make
shadows. They make
real shadows of
themselves and other
objects, draw the
shadows and look for
patterns between the
object making the
shadow and the
shadow.

Plan, test, make and
promote a pair of
sunglasses.

Microsoft Paint- Art/
Computing Day
LO: To create examples
of a tessellation using a
range of Microsoft
Paint skills
Activity: Children use
YouTube tutorial with
the laptops to create a
tessellation.

DT
PE

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

Swimming – 25 metres
Swim competently,
confidently and
proficiently over a
distance of at least 25
meters
Use a range of strokes
(front crawl,
backstroke and
breaststroke)
Perform safe selfrescue in different
water-based situations.

PSHE

My Body

Life Cycles

Keeping Safe

Keeping Safe

Keeping Safe

Feelings

SRE Curriculum

Keeping Clean and not
spreading germs

Growing Up and
Getting Older

Personal Space

Identifying Risk

People Who Can Help
Me

Expressing our feelings

Children will be aware
why we use products
such as soap.

Children will discuss
development at
different stages.

Children will discuss
why someone may
need personal space.

Children will discuss
what might happen if
we do not keep clean.

Children will think
about the difference
between adults and
children.

Children will learn
how-to respect the
personal space of
other people.

Art/ Computing Day
LO: To learn about the
artist and works of
M.C. Escher.
To learn about
tessellations
To learn how to make a
tessellation template.
Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world

Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world

Children will be able to
identify unsafe
situations.
Children will talk about
what to do in an unsafe
situation.

Children will talk about
the different people
they can call for help.

Children will think
about why people feel
different emotions.

Children will identify
someone they feel safe
talking to

Children will discuss
and practise how to
express their feelings
to other people.

Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world

Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world

Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world

LO: To learn about
inspirational people in
other religious and
secular traditions

LO: To learn about
inspirational people in
other religions and
secular traditions

LO: To reflect on who
or what they find
inspiring

To listen and appraise
music from the
Renaissance period:
Tallis Canon;
Greensleeves- Jordi
Savall

To listen and appraise
music from the
Renaissance period:
Track 10 Benedictus
from ‘mass for four
voices’ by William Byrd

Rigolo 1 Unit 6: Bon
anniversaire
Lesson 3

To listen and appraise
music from the
Renaissance period:
Track 20 Bergamasca;
Track 23 Dances from
the time of Queen
Elizabeth 1
Rigolo 1 Unit 6: Bon
anniversaire
Lesson 4

LO: To learn numbers
21-31

LO: To be able to say
the months of the year

Children will learn how
to prevent the spread
of germs
Art

RE

Music

Christianity and
Buddhism Three
people who changed
the world
LO: To explore the
nature of faith

LO: To identify ways in
which faith influences
others

To listen and appraise
music from the
Medieval period: L
Hom Arme by Robert
Morton; La Quinta
Estampie Real.

To listen and appraise
music from the
Medieval period: Music
from Compline by
Traditional; Track 17
An Dro Nevez (New
Dance).
Rigolo 1 Unit 6: Bon
anniversaire
Lesson 1

LO: To learn about
people of faith in
Christianity and how
Jesus is a model for
Christians.
To listen and appraise
music from the
Medieval period: Track
16 L’Autrier Pastoure
Seoit (The other day a
shepherdress was
sititng).
Rigolo 1 Unit 6: Bon
anniversaire
Lesson 2

LO: To recognise and
ask for various snacks

LO: To give opinion
about food

Languages

Outdoor Learning

Lesson: To work as a team
LO: To create their own building use mud rock.

To listen and appraise
music from the
Renaissance period:
Palestrina- Missa
Papae Marcelli: Gloria

Visits/ Visitors

Activity: Children to make their own mud bricks
and create their own famous building
Professionals week
visitors

